KTM & Husqvarna Two-Stroke Exhaust

Pro Circuit Lower Mounting Tab
Applications: All 2017 KTM and Husqvarna Two-Stroke Models

2017 KTM TWO-STROKE MODELS:
For all 2017 KTM two-stroke applications, the lower mounting tab must be mounted on the outside of the frame. Whether the rider has a stock pipe or Pro Circuit pipe, the lower mounting tab must always continue to be placed on the outside of the frame for correct fitment.

2017 HUSQVARNA TWO-STROKE MODELS:
For all 2017 Husqvarna two-stroke applications, the opposite is required. The lower mounting tab must be mounted on the inside of the frame. Whether the rider has a stock pipe or Pro Circuit pipe, the lower mounting tab must always continue to be placed on the inside of the frame for correct fitment.